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Local Youth Golf Institution

The Junior Golf Association of Northern California (JGANC) has been 

lovingly crafting junior golf experiences for the local youth since 1970s. 

They focus on participation and competition with an eye for affordability 

and accessibility rather than just performance.

This nonprofit has been turning out upstanding citizens as well as golf 

pros (Paula Creamer, Nick Watney) with help from a very small staff and 

volunteers. Like a lot of nonprofits dedicated to their mission, they have  

not always had the opportunity to develop the most professional marketing 

and marketing tools like collateral and websites and keep up with  

competing organizations.

What made Westminster a great partner for the JGANC was our experience 

with straightforward but effective marketing solutions and technological 

expertise to create a modern youth golf website.

A Story Worth Telling

Being a community leader for more than thirty years, their logomark and 

brand were well known to their target audience. They did not want to 

abandon the incredible bank of goodwill their brand had amassed in that 

time. Their goal was to respectively streamline their artwork assets and to 

update them to appeal more to their current market. 

Junior Golf Association 
of Northern California 
Evolving a Traditional Brand Story and Maximizing the 
Effectiveness of the Website

KEY SOLUTIONS

• Branding Update

• Collateral Re-design

• Website Re-design

KEY DELIVERABLES

• Brand Consulting

• Updated Logo

• Updated Brand Elements

• Website – Visual Design

• Website – Programming

• Website – Integrating 
Golf Systems Package

OLD LOGO NEW LOGO
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Our recommendation was to bridge the old to the new by updating the look of selected logomarks 

rather than implement wholesale changes. This allowed the brand to retain familiarity with the 

community while also attracting new members with an updated aesthetic.

The Tools Make the Tournament

The core of the JGANC are the annual series of tournaments coordinated and hosted by volunteers. A 

lot of behind the scenes administrative work and tools are required to handle registrations, payments, 

announcements, reminders, travel, scheduling, points and scoring.

The JGANC developed a more eco-friendly and efficient strategy for communicating with JGANC 

members. They rolled out a system which consisted of a smaller set of physical collateral and harnessed 

the power of the web for faster, cheaper and more reliable customer service to both parents and kids.

The Website

www.jganc.com

The website was crucial for this project to succeed because it would be responsible for a lot of the 

tedious administration that needed to take place to run tournaments. The JGANC partnered with a back-

end golf system named BlueGolf to handle tournament registration, statistics tracking and a variety of 

other important features their system provided.

We were responsible for marrying the marketing demands and BlueGolf integration requirements into a 

seamless and easy to use website that looked visually appealing. One of the main goals of the website 

was for it to have an approachable and friendly feel, yet still represent a professional organization. The 

end result was a website that appeared very optimistic, athletic and flowed well from section to section.

Westminster also recommended using social media to better communicate with the youth that they are 

serving for tournament updates and community building.

OLD WEBSITE NEW WEBSITE
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The Collateral

We adapted the new logomark and brand to customer-facing 

collateral. The JGANC had a variety of forms, calendars, letters, 

business cards and other printed material that required interpretation. 

Westminster streamlined brand elements and typography so that 

they were practical and functional additions that supported the brand 

characteristics well.

“The job Westminster 
did for the JGANC 
Website was awesome. 
They exceeded all 
of our expectations. 
We thought we knew 
what we wanted on 
our site but through 
the experience and 
creativity of the 
Westminster team it 
became apparent we 
needed to leave it to 
the experts and that 
was Westminster. I 
have had nothing but 
fantastic reviews and 
responses over the past 
year from members and 
parents, a testament to 
finished work done by 
Westminster.”

– Jerry Pentin, JGANC

MARKETING POSTCARD

SCHEDULE POSTER
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ABOUT WESTMINSTER 
PROMOTIONS

Westminster Promotions has 
been Silicon Valley’s trusted 
resource for branding, web, 
print, promotional items, and 
more. For more information 
about our products and services, 
please visit us on the web at: 
www.westminsterpromotions.
com or through any of the 
following Social Media sites:

CONTACT US

951 Benecia Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94085 
hello@westminsterpromotions.com 
408.962.1500

facebook.com/
WestminsterPromotions

pinterest.com/
westminster951/

twitter.com/
westmin951

linkedin.com/company/
westminster-promotions

The Result

A brand requires a lot of work for both internal and external sources. 

The JGANC was willing to invest in their brand and infrastructure 

and dramatically change their procedures in order to streamline the 

process for their users. The work and tools built during this project are 

tangible improvements in their everyday operations. Westminster and 

the JGANC continue to improve features and work together to attract 

new members and improve the experiences of existing members.


